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Reciprocity and risk in the work and lives of Kinshasa’s TV journalists

Katrien Pype*

Program in Science, Technology & Society, Massachusetts’ Institute of Technology, USA; and Institute of
Anthropological Research in Africa, KU Leuven, Belgium

Just like in many other sub-Saharan African countries, Kinshasa’s media world has opened up
in the mid 1990s. Especially since 2002, local TV stations have been mushrooming. This has
not only led to a proliferation of media productions, but it has also enlarged the terrain of local
journalists, in particular allowing for more jobs. The TV stations are inserted within the larger
division that governs Kinshasa’s political society: a media outlet is either du centre (‘of the
centre’, also ‘du pouvoir’, ‘of power’) or not, referring to the division between pro-Kabila
media and anti-Kabila media. Despite this strong polarization in the local press, many of
Kinshasa’s journalists share similar professional experiences. In this article, two components
of the lifeworlds and work of Kinshasa’s journalists are explored: the management of
journalists’ patron–client relationships with leaders and the experience of risk and fear in
their work and in their private lives.

Keywords: DR Congo; Kinshasa; media; journalism; agency; risk; clientelism; media
aesthetics; fieldwork

Lolenge loko na bituka biyike na sudi ya Sahara; misala mya bapanzi sango na Kisasa, ezuaki
mbongwana na kati-kati ya mibu koto yoko kama libwa na tuku libwa. Mingi-mingi penza na
mobu koto ibale na ibale, bandako ya bopanzi sango ya etando eke ebotami na mboka na biso
lokola makombo. Yango penza ebutisi baprogramme nzike na mpe penza motango ya bapanzi
sango, na kobakisaka penza makoki ya bazui musala ya bopanzi sango. Bandako eke ya
bopanzi sango ekabwanaki na biteni bibale, engebeni na politiki ya mboka na biso : bongo
mpo na bayangeli mbula-matari (baye bazali mpo na tata mokonzi Zozefu Kabila), basusu
na ngambo esusu (Opposition, baye bazali kokabola makanisi moko ya mbula-matari
Zozefu Kabila te). Ata ndenge bokabuani wana ezali ya makasi, bapanzi sango mingi ya
Kisasa bazali kokutana se na mikakatano ndenge yoko engebene na misala na bango. Na
makomami maye, nazali kotala ndenge ibale ya bomoyi mpe misala ya bapanzisango na
kati ya engumba ya Kisasa: bosangani ya bosono ya misala mya bango na bakonzi ya
politiki na ndenge bazali kozua bango lokola bana na bango ya misala; mpe na ndenge
bakutanaka na makama mpe kobanga na kati ya misala mya bango, mpe na bomoyi ya
moko-moko na bango.

Maloba ya motuya: DR Congo; bipanzeli bya sango; bopanzi sango; komikonza; likumu;
botekisami; bozenga bya bipanzeli sango; bokiti na boluki zebi

1. Introduction

This article deals with the relationships between politicians and journalists that undergird
newscasts in Kinshasa, and aims at analysing how these produce ‘news’.1 The premise of the
analysis is that ‘news’ is a cultural genre of which the design and content depend both on the
political culture of a society and on its dominant modes of sociality.2 By analysing ethnographic
material on journalists’ relationships with elite sources I hope to enlarge our understanding of how
information is channelled and travels in contemporary urban African spaces, of which many have
profoundly changed since the liberalization of the mass media in the 1990s.
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1.1 The social location of ‘news’

In Kinshasa the category ‘news’ (Lingala, sango, French, le journal) is defined by the protago-
nists of events and the location of these events. Most Kinois (inhabitants of Kinshasa) feel dis-
connected from the news reports diffused on the various television channels. This alienation
from the news reports, which usually deal with national politics, are most forcefully voiced in
conversations about such broadcasts on the state channel RTNC1, which are commonly held to
be ‘the news’. The sobriquet of RTNC1, ‘the Voice of the People’, which still dates from
Mobutu’s time, is rather ironic, since it is only in so-called proximity reports; that is, news
reports which focus on urban violence and distress and citizens’ sufferings from state failures
(Pype 2011b), that the voices of the people are really heard, but the RTNC1 news does not pri-
vilege these proximity reports. ‘The vestes [jackets] rehearse over and again’, it is said in this
regard. Here, style is an indicator of political status:

The news shows us well-dressed men, in suits or in jackets, attending a conference, a political matinee,
a reception, in the Memling hotel, on the premises of the MONUC [UN Mission for Congo], in the
Halle de La Gombe [French cultural centre], or in costly restaurants in the city center. But that is not
where reality is (Interview, 29 June 2009).

This statement is enlightening for several reasons. First, it expresses the spatial-mode logics of
politics as perceived by Kinois who feel excluded from the national political world. And,
second, it rejects the relevance of this kind of politics for the speaker, since ‘that is not where
reality is’.

‘News’ as broadcast in most daily audiovisual reports is equated with ‘politics’, which
happens ‘en ville’, literally ‘in the city’, but meaning the city centre, the district where the min-
isters have their cabinets, where the embassies are located, and where non-governmental organ-
izations (NGOs) have their headquarters. ‘News’ is then, first and foremost, an affair between
politicians, politicians and diplomats, or foreign representatives and political leaders. Examples
of typical news events are announcements of government decisions, changes in legislation, bilat-
eral agreements, NGO donations, United Nations (UN) press conferences, and politicians’ visits
to the interior of the country or abroad. Kinois speak about this as the ‘news of Gombe’, Gombe
being the name of the fancy community in which most ministries and political institutions are
located and, therefore, where most of this ‘news happens’. While ‘ville’ (the city) or Gombe
might be the heart of national political society, it is marginal terrain for the political life of the
majority of Kinois, who experience a strong sense of alienation and exclusion from the political
networks involved in national policy and the flow of money, commodities, and persons between
global and local political centres.

Information about public and social events that have more to do with the concerns of Kinois is
spread through alternative circuits, such as rumours, photocopied news articles, and radio broad-
casts. Here, conflicts between politicians, conspiracy theories of all kinds, reports of traffic acci-
dents, and other sensational or scandalous stories circulate swiftly. Such narratives then quickly
reach TV talk shows, but hardly ever make it into formal news productions. Or, if they do, it is
usually just to announce that these rumours are false. When, in mid 2006, and then later again in
2008, the Journal Télévisé en Lingala Facile, a new news broadcast began, which foregrounded
proximity reports, professional journalists, politicians, and the audience itself questioned whether
this was actually ‘news’ (Pype 2011b; cf. also Frère 2011, 198).

1.2 Researching politics and the Congolese media since Kabila

In the mid 1990s, Kinshasa and also its media world underwent strong transformations. In the
final years of the Mobutu regime (1997), media was liberalized, meaning that individuals and
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communities could set up their own radio and TV stations. This meant the end of Mobutu’s strong
grip on the local media world. When Laurent D. Kabila came to power in 1997, local media came
under a lot of pressure again (Frère 2007, 45–6). Five years later, after the assassination of Laurent
Kabila, the young Joseph Kabila became Head of State, and he displays a more lenient attitude
towards the press, notwithstanding continued violence against media workers (Pype 2011a).
Since 1996, and especially since 2002, local TV stations have been mushrooming.3 This has
not only led to a proliferation of media productions, but it has also enlarged the terrain of local
journalists, in particular allowing for more jobs.

Despite the freedom of press, which is still nominal, Kinshasa’s media world is strongly polar-
ized: a media outlet is either du centre (‘of the centre’, also ‘du pouvoir’, ‘of power’) or not, refer-
ring to the division between pro-Kabila media and anti-Kabila media. The distinction between
public and private media is less relevant in contemporary Kinshasa than the opposition
between pro-Kabila (‘us’) and anti-Kabila (‘them’) media. The critical press, which has a
history in the print media since the early 1990s, is emerging in the audiovisual media. Backed
by international organizations such as Journalistes en Danger and the UN, several journalists
and heads of TV stations dare to speak out against the rulers and invite opposition leaders to
the studio. These critical voices, however, are heard on TV talk shows and reality shows (Pype
2011a), hardly ever in news reporting.

Despite the strong polarization in the press, a first general tendency in the work of Kinshasa’s
TV journalists is that they all work with politicians; more specifically, they enter into patron–
client relationships with leaders. A second feature of the social world of Kinshasa’s journalists
is that they often experience risk and fear in their work and in their private lives. These two com-
ponents of the lifeworlds and work of Kinshasa’s journalists will be explored in this article.

Observers of African journalism have pointed time and again to the role of patronage in the
composition of media texts (among others Bourgault 1995; Nyamnjoh 2005). In-depth ethnogra-
phies on how journalists themselves grapple with the relational identities of patrons and clients
are, however, almost entirely lacking. All too often the mention of patronage as a structuring
factor in the production of news is followed by an extensive discussion of bribery, corruption,
and propaganda. In such analyses, journalists are commonly portrayed as victims, passive
actors, mere puppets of those in power.

One notable exception to such a superficial appreciation is the work by Jennifer Hasty (2005),
who studied the cultural frames of journalists’ practices and work in Ghana, as well as their sub-
jective experiences. Similar to the Kinois journalistic world, ‘the news arena’, in Ghana, ‘is not
only an arena of political discourse but is also a complex economy of identity, traded in flows of
information and money, negotiated across the manipulated boundaries of public and private’
(Hasty 2005, 162). My own analysis, which follows, puts the journalists’ practices and their sub-
jectivities centre-stage, and will reveal the particular negotiations that form both the journalist and
his or her work.

The patron4–client relationship thrives upon obligations shared by both ‘Big Men’ (chef,
patron) and their dependants, the so-called ‘small people’ (petits). It derives to a large extent
from the notion of ‘wealth-in-people’ (Miers and Kopytoff 1979; Vansina 1990; Guyer 1993),
which has commonly been used in studies of slavery. In this context, the concept indicates the
ability of leaders and elders to accumulate wives, children, clients, and other dependents both
as wealth and as a vehicle to future wealth. The control over people (wives and dependents)
was a more important source of wealth in pre-colonial equatorial Africa than ownership of
land or goods. In the post-colonial African world, often characterized by insecurity and precar-
iousness, hierarchical structures are maintained, and individuals remain to a large extent depen-
dent on family relations and family obligations if they want to marry and participate in modern
life. This certainly accounts for much of daily life in Kinshasa, where children and youth
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largely depend on the networks of their elder relatives in order to marry. But it structures other
spheres as well: patron–client relationships also govern the economic, political, and even enter-
tainment spheres, such as music (White 2008) and local TV production (Pype 2012b).

The notion of risk is significant in the lifeworlds of Kinshasa’s journalists who are recurrently
exposed to danger, harm, and loss: various journalists receive death threats from anonymous
sources; some are killed; others are sent to prison (Pype 2011a). Rivalries between journalists,
and between journalists and politicians, also create a regime of fear and risk in the local media
world. This is the outcome of the strongly polarized political society and of the journalists’
engagement with local politicians.

Risk is a concept which has not received enough attention in the anthropological literature.5

Still, risk, and in particular the taking of risks, is closely related to agency (Caplan 2000, 23), one
of the key concepts of contemporary anthropology. Most anthropologists who study social mobi-
lity concentrate on the success stories, or they focus on strategies of survival in precarious
societies. Not enough attention is paid to the hidden side of social mobility, the dangers, sacrifices,
and losses that are faced when moving through social and political worlds. Studying the kinds of
risk to which our research participants are exposed, the ways in which they manage these hazards,
and the social consequences of risk-taking enables us to understand the contours of ‘the possible’,
‘the normal’, and the ‘impossible’, the ‘unaccepted’ and ‘the anormal’. Furthermore, risk-taking is
a deliberate and conscious act, depending on calculations of pros and cons; it reflects the choice of
priorities which individual actors make at any given time, and examining perilous behaviour illu-
minates the kinds of ‘alternative games’ (Ortner 2006) at play in a particular society. So, concen-
trating on risk and risk-management does not at all mean considering our research participants as
victims or vulnerable subjects; rather, exposure to danger and harm always requires a reaction, a
conscious act following deliberation and reflection, which constructs the individual as an agent.

After this initial introduction, I move on to the ways in which relations between journalists
and patrons can be established, how they can develop, and how they impact on the production
of ‘news’. The final part will explore the various kinds of risk which confront Kinshasa’s TV jour-
nalists and how they respond to these. The ethnographic material draws from seven months of
fieldwork (2009–2010) with Kinshasa’s TV journalists. I participated in editorial meetings in
the newsrooms of four different TV stations, accompanied journalists when they were covering
a story, and was present at the editing of images. These data were completed by interviews
with journalists and the elite. Names of research participants have been fictionalized in order
to guarantee their safety.

Before moving on with the analysis, some background information on my personal involve-
ment in the data gathering needs to be explained. My identity as a young, female, and white
researcher certainly influenced the fieldwork. Contacts with journalists and politicians, conversa-
tions and even participant observation were shaped by these personal characteristics. Several jour-
nalists, and even the heads of private TV stations, would ‘use’ me in order to gain attention from
high-ranked politicians, or, as will become clear in the text, to minimize the damage following
journalists’ professional transgressions. Significantly, my presence in the journalistic world
also produced risk and anxiety of its own. I was closely monitored by the secret service
agency of the Congolese government, something which my research subjects are used to and
did not perceive as a major problem; it was part and parcel of their habitus. Yet, I and also my
host family felt unconfortable with it. But just like my informants, I learned how to live with
the state’s shadow, embraced it, and was even able to conduct informal interviews with the
secret service agents. These showed me in clear and firm ways what was ‘acceptable’ and
‘non-acceptable’ behaviour, e.g. I was not supposed to cooperate with the anti-Kabila media.
‘You will feel it when you have trespassed the line’, I was told. And, one day, when together
with other Kinois journalists, I was arrested when following an anti-Kabila protest march, my
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regular contacts for security (in the military and in the circles of the secret service) did not want to
help me out. In the end, five hours later and after numerous phone calls made by me, soldiers safe-
guarding the compound of the TV station with which I was working that day came and liberated
me and the station’s reporters. Conducting participatory fieldwork among Kinshasa’s TV journal-
ists thus embedded me within the same political and social dynamics that structure the lifeworlds
of my informants, forcing me to reflect carefully on encounters and conversations with political
actors. Some could be enacted in public while other meetings had to be organized in secrecy, as to
minimize danger and risk of being aggressively confronted with the state’s gatekeepers.

2. Coupage

‘Today, there is hardly any critical press. Most journalists are merely flatterers of local politicians.
Real journalism does not exist nowadays in Kinshasa’, a lawyer told me during an informal inter-
view (anonymous source, 4 June 2011). He recited a list of names of journalists who were known
to be ‘eating out of the hands’ (bazolya) of well-known political leaders. Those journalists were
called the ‘sankara’ of local Big Men. The word ‘sankara’ designates a sycophant, and it derives
from the name of Sankara De Kunta, a Kinois in his 30s now living in Paris. Around the turn of
the millennium, Sankara De Kunta appeared on Kinshasa’s TV shows to acclaim the local musi-
cian Werrason. He just started by praising Werrason’s clothing style, his leadership skills, and his
musical talents. In a poetic, but also exceedingly exaggerated, way, Sankara De Kunta elevated
Werrason to the level of a half-God. Sankara’s unsolicited adulations reached Werrason’s entou-
rage, which invited him on one of the band’s tours to Europe (where he stayed). Since then, the
word ‘sankara’ has become a generic noun for a flatterer who uses local media to praise a ben-
efactor. The term quickly spilled over into the realm of journalism, where it owes its negative con-
notation to its suggestion that the journalist has disregarded the universal code of objectivity.
However, objectivity within Kinshasa’s journalistic milieu is difficult to achieve, one of the
reasons being that journalists are underpaid by their employers, and thus need to find other
sources of revenue. It is not uncommon, in the newsroom of the state channel, for a female jour-
nalist to open a bag with lingerie and try to sell it to her colleagues. Journalists, whether they are
working for the state or for the private press, are not well paid. Just as in many of the other sectors
in Kinshasa’s public life, professionals have to diversify their sources of income, and selling
goods among colleagues is one of these strategies. One journalist earned most of his livelihood
as a pastor, from the donations of his followers. Another journalist invested, together with
some of his brothers, in the purchase of two minibuses that would bring in a little extra for the
family.

Through relationships with the elite who pay for a particular broadcast event, or for having
themselves interviewed on a certain topic of interest, journalists can increase their income. Jour-
nalists and politicians are embedded in a mutual dependency relationship which could best be
characterized in Sahlins’ (1972) terms as ‘balanced reciprocity’ (mutual exchange): the politician
seeks the services of the journalist to film, report, and broadcast, while the journalist needs the
politician, and such assignments, in order to make a living. A high degree of trust is necessary
on both sides, and payment is usually made immediately after the report has been broadcast.
TV journalists in Kinshasa therefore do not look for ‘scoops’, but rather for privileged relation-
ships with Big Men, so that the news will come to them. This often means that ‘news’ exists only
because a politician is paying for it.

The remuneration is usually called coupage (see below), but other words, such as motivation
or transport, are also used and indicate the various reasons why the journalists should be paid.6 It
can start from US$50 and rise to thousands of dollars, depending on the politician’s location in the
political hierarchy (the more powerful he is, the more he pays; Nzanga Mobutu, for example, a
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minister in 2008 – not an election year – gave each of seven journalists US$5,000 for accompa-
nying him on a trip of three days to his home region, all expenses paid as well). The political
moment can also define the amount of the coupage. During an election campaign, for
example, politicians are much more generous than at other times.

Usually, the journalist does not keep the total coupage for himself, but rather has to share the
take with the cameraman and the image editor. Generally, the journalist keeps 60%, the camera-
man 30%, and the image editor 10%. While the technicians receive a smaller share than the jour-
nalist, at the end of the day, they usually make more money, since, while the journalist is writing
the text that accompanies the images and the voiceover, cameramen are free to leave on another
reportage with another journalist, who will also give him a part of the coupage. Image editors
remain in the newsroom, and, because they work for various journalists, each time they
receive a small amount of money it increases their daily gain.

At certain TV stations (some of those closely related to the president), journalists are obliged
to inform the chefs-de-redaction about the exact amount of money they have received and are
obliged to hand over a percentage (20% usually). One of the main reasons is that the salaries
of the editorial chiefs are low, and need to be complemented. The share is also perceived as motiv-
ating the editor-in-chief to insert the report in that day’s news broadcast. Yet, in order not to lose
too much of their bonus, most journalists, however, will lie about the exact amount of coupage
they have received.

The redistribution of these payments creates a particular hierarchy within the newsroom: the
journalist becomes the Big Man of the cameraman and of the image editor, as it is he or she who
has the prosperous relationships, and therefore has the power to share out money. Obviously, the
‘Big Man’ status of the journalist lasts only as long as he continues to obtain invited assignments.7

As Lapess Mukeni (2009) argues in his detailed study of the coupage phenomenon, this prac-
tice of financial exchange between elite sources and journalists is not a recent practice in Kin-
shasa. The etymology of the word coupage dates from the early post-colonial period. In 1963,
François Kupa, the then State Secretary in the Finance Department of the young government
(Congo obtained its independence in 1960), took some drastic measures to ‘sanitize’ state
finances. Kupa needed the media to communicate his decisions to the larger public, while the
journalists showed him that they needed him as well (Lapess Mukeni 2009). He started paying
them for their work, a practice which inspired a terminology still in use today, based on the pho-
netic similarity between the name ‘Kupa’ and the French word couper, literally ‘cut’, and, in an
extended sense, ‘cut up, divide’, more or less as in ‘split the cake’. The coupé refers to the journal-
ist who receives money, while the coupeur is the person who gives money to the journalists for
their work. Couper in the journalistic world evokes the practice of paying journalists to transmit a
commissioned message.8 Most journalists are not aware of the full origin of the term, and so refer
only to French ‘couper’ (‘to cut, divide in pieces’), which they interpret as ‘sharing’, thus
suggesting that the payment offered by the politician is a rightful distribution of wealth and
money.

Apart from engendering a particular terminology and a social hierarchy within the journalistic
milieu, the coupage phenomenon also determines the form of the media reports. When politicians
organize a press conference, their staff usually distributes a printed paper on which the main
message of the event is summarized. Journalists, therefore, hardly take notes.

In other instances, the politicians provide images, and journalists should use their own crea-
tivity to pay tribute to their patron.

Jeannot, a young man in his late 20s who had become a journalist at DigitalCongo, the pre-
sident’s private media outlet (radio, TV, and website), was reprimanded by the general director for
having given too much praise to the governor of Kasai province. It often happens that images
from other provinces are sent to newsrooms in Kinshasa, and, a week before, the governor of
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Kasai province had sent a DVD to this TV station. The DVD already contained edited images
which only required a voiceover. Jeannot, whose ethnic origins are in the Kasai region, had
been called by one of the governor’s officials, who commissioned him to write a text to accom-
pany the images and to control the editing and broadcasting of the final product. Money would be
sent once the images were broadcast. Jeannot was excited, because he knew that the governor was
a generous man. He had already paid Jeannot a trip to the Kasai region a few years before. This
journey had allowed him to see his ancestral roots. Jeannot therefore worked hard to produce a
good report. The images showed the new buildings that had been constructed in various
smaller cities in the province. Jeannot wrote a lyrical text in which he extolled the fertile soil
of Kasai, where, thanks to good governance, modern buildings had ‘sprouted under the fecund
Kasai sun’. The day after the item was broadcast, the TV director rebuked Jeannot during the edi-
torial meeting, but Jeannot only replied, in a smiling way, that he ‘had been obliged to do this little
extra’, without giving further explanations (24 July 2010).

This anecdote shows that journalists easily take on the role of praise singer. In such a context,
the journalist does not publish objective news, nor investigate the truthfulness of the content, but
rather merely transmits the message a politician wants him or her to. Jeannot was literally speak-
ing for his patron, who had fully controlled the imagery that he wanted to be broadcast.

3. How to become a flatterer (and remain one)

Entering into beneficial relationships with politicians is of utmost importance for a journalist.
Beginning journalists therefore invest much time in constructing particular relationships. They
try to get in touch with both the professional and private entourage of members of the local
elite. Or, at the outset of their careers, journalists may work for free for some politician, in
order to gain his trust, hoping that, in the future, the politician will reciprocate his loyalty by invit-
ing him when there is an event to cover.

The need for relations also produces the professional expertise (elamba, champ) of Kinshasa’s
TV journalists. ‘Expertise’ in the journalistic milieu references not so much the content of the
topics he or she is covering as his or her relationships with elite sources. In particular, the com-
petence and accomplishments of a journalist are measured against his or her aptitude to enter into
elite circuits and obtain invited assignments. Not so much a journalist’s private interests as the
domains in which his or her elite sources are operating define the themes and events to be
reported. For example, a journalist who studied political science might start covering environ-
mental issues because he or she has a good relationship with someone in the Ministry of Environ-
ment. When the politician changes his job or position, then the journalist will begin to work in the
politician’s new area.

Unsurprisingly, journalists do much to protect their own field. They do not want other journal-
ists to enter into their professional sphere. At times, journalists may even return early from a
holiday so that no colleague can benefit from their prolonged absence.

Significantly, entering into a privileged relationship with a member of the elite and producing
flattering reports on him or her do not necessarily mean that the journalist shares the same political
opinions as his or her patron. Several of my research participants working for the pro-Kabila
media told me that they had not voted for Kabila during the 2006 elections. Still, the pro-
Kabila media offered them a temporary comfortable environment in which to earn a living.
Nyamnjoh (2005, 69–70) contends that many African journalists experience difficulties in recon-
ciling the expectations of the government with their own professional beliefs. Nyamnjoh was
writing about state-employed journalists. But this is certainly no less the case for many of
Kinshasa’s journalists working for the private press. For many African journalists, internal
conflict has led them to either abandon the métier or take on a split personality, leading to:
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‘the propagation and defense of party and government policies, stances and action in public, while
at the same time criticizing or condemning these in private among trusted colleagues, friends, and
relations’ (Nyamnjoh 2005, 70). The kind of power and the promises that an elite person embo-
dies (is he likely to become a minister or occupy a high post?) are decisive factors in accepting or
rejecting an invited assignment or to seek work with a particular Big Man.

Not having a politician on tap to pay for a broadcast opens up possibilities for newly arrived
journalists. I will illustrate this with an anecdote from my fieldwork, when I could finally work as
‘a real journalist’ because no coupage had been promised to the journalists of the pro-Kabila
channel DigitalCongo.

In fact, because no particular politician had called a journalist of DigitalCongo, the channel I
had chosen to work with on the day of the commemoration of Patrice Lumumba’s death in
January 2010, the item would not have been in the news.9 Since my research topic dealt with
memory, media, and politics, I could not imagine not being present at the event, and proposed
to go as a journalist for DigitalCongo. I was assigned my own cameraman, and we left for the
ceremony. We found many journalists who had been contacted by politicians who wanted to
be filmed there. During the commemoration, Olivier, the cameraman of Digital Congo, introduced
me to some politicians to interview, but because of my inexperience I asked the wrong questions,
and, even before they had a chance to reply, Olivier had already shut down the camera. Finally, we
gave it a try with Jean Kasongo (fictive name), who was being interviewed by two other journal-
ists. I had learned the tricks very quickly: do not ask any questions, let the politician do the
talking. So, after the interview, Kasongo asked me for my phone number, said he would watch
the news broadcast later that night, and then give me a call. And so he did, the following day,
to say that he had not been satisfied with the editing of the images (his talk had been too short,
and the channel had shown the part of his talk which was too intellectual, whereas he wanted
to say something that could be understood by the general public). He wanted me to correct
that the very same evening – he ‘needed far more exposure’ (about three minutes, he suggested,
rather than the minute and 25 seconds which he had timed), after which he would call me back. He
never called back – obviously he had not been satisfied with the new editing either, and would
look for another journalist that would do better at presenting him to the Kinois.

Although a story of failure, this experience reveals the most constitutive social processes
involved in the ways in which ‘news’ is made in contemporary Kinshasa: the fact that a
novice can benefit from the absence of any other journalist having a privileged relationship
with politicians, and can thus establish ties with a member of the elite him- or herself; how the
relationship between a journalist and a politician can begin; and the active part the politician
takes in this. Finally, the anecdote shows how the relationship can break down again. The fragility
of these relationships is significant. Journalists have to grapple every day with the risk that they
will lose their connections. Journalists need to ‘be there’ when they are called by a politician,
produce a laudatory text, show the ‘right’ excerpts of the interview – and ‘right’ is something
which the politician ultimately defines – and give him enough screen visibility, which may
mean just having the item broadcast.10 If the journalist fails in any of these respects, then the
relationship is threatened. The journalist here is the ‘smallboy’, he or she stands in a subordinate
position towards the politician (who can easily enter into another patron–client relationship with
another journalist), and therefore needs to make more effort in the relationship than does the poli-
tican himself.

4. Cultural dis/continuities

Although the coupage phenomenon is omnipresent in Kinshasa’s journalistic world, the journal-
ists themselves express paradoxical views towards it. On the one hand, most journalists regret the
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fact that one’s professional success depends on relationships that give access to particular events.
Also, investigative journalism is hardly practiced, because no one is willing to fund it. Some
define the coupage phenomenon as a kind of corruption. On the other hand, the ‘best’ journalists
skillfully play the game of entering into these relationships, because patron–client relations
govern Kinshasa’s society as a whole.

Both members of the elite and journalists who enter into temporal contracts with them through
coupage are faced with different value systems and repertoires of political communication. The
universal rules of objectivity, neutrality, and verified reporting are taught during journalistic train-
ing in Kinshasa. Yet professional reality does not encourage the practice of these principles. Many
journalists are torn between the reality of their work and the ideals of the journalistic métier. Jen-
nifer Hasty (2005, 23) observed among Ghanaian journalists working in the printed press that
they ‘position themselves ambivalently and strategically at the nexus of […] many local, national,
and global flows’. Hasty (2005, 13) describes these journalists as cosmopolitans ‘confronted more
and more frequently with the contradictions between the commonsense logic of power at home
and the professional discourse and practices of political liberalism elsewhere’.

While a generalized kleptocracy and the collapse of the Zairian/Congolese state have been
suggested as structuring factors for the coupage phenomenon (Nyamnjoh 2005, 73–6; Russell
1999), there are clearly more fundamental cultural grounds that must be taken into consideration.
Given the importance of the ‘Big Man culture’ and the tradition in political communication in
which chiefs are represented by spokespersons, it is difficult to imagine that better governance
and the eradication of corruption in the political sphere would put an end to coupage.

Customary chiefs are surrounded by orators, political communicators who mediate between
the chief and his subjects. These orators are both social and symbolic representatives of the
chiefs: they ‘speak for the chief’ (Yankah 2005), interpret the chief’s words, are often
the chief’s counselors and, at times, transmit the subjects’ grievances and felicitations to the
chief.11 While a more historical analysis of Kinshasa’s journalists’ mediating positions remains
to be undertaken, we can hypothesize that the journalists who work for the local elite occupy
similar positions to the orators working for traditional chiefs. Journalists with an outstanding
reputation quickly become personal counsellors to high-ranking politicians and orient their strat-
egies of communication. The latter either overtly engage individual journalists or collaborate in a
more covert way with journalists who continue to produce media reports on local TV stations.

5. Taking chances

Kinshasa’s TV journalists experience various kinds of risk. These mainly develop from the pol-
itical context in which discordant voices are suppressed12; from the exigencies of patron–client
relationships; from professional competition; and from political rivalry. In the remaining part
of this article, I will expand on some kinds of hazard with which Kinshasa’s journalists are con-
fronted as these develop from the various social webs in Kinshasa’s political society and illustrate
the calculations and deliberations made by some journalists in order to balance security and
revenue.

First, the patron–client relationships in which journalists are involved induce journalists to
take certain risks which might endanger their contract with the TV station. The necessity of
earning coupage might at times push the journalist to ignore directions given by superiors. The
following is an example of how a journalist desired to enter into a patron–client relationship
with a high-ranked politician, but therefore had to balance very well his responsibilities at the
TV station and the necessary steps to take in order to find a new patron. As mentioned earlier,
the establishment of a relationship between a source and a journalist follows a particular script,
in which obtaining a phone number (as a point of access) is crucial.
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It so happened that, on a Saturday morning in August 2010, John, a young journalist working
for Journal Télévisé en Lingala Facile, was called on his personal mobile phone by the youth cell
of the PPRD (the ruling political party) to inform him about a PPRD rally in Bumbu, one of Kin-
shasa’s communities known to be anti-Kabila. He was told that one of the founding fathers of the
PPRD would speak to Bumbu youth and try to enroll them in the party. John did not want to miss
out on this opportunity, in particular because it would enable him to inititate a relationship with a
PPRD founder. Against the order of the day, on which the head of the news show had forbidden
his cameramen to use the only two professional cameras they had, John did not take one of the
three small digital hand cameras with him, but rather one of the two big ones. John made a cal-
culation. He knew that his boss needed the cameras only around 8 p.m., and the PPRD event was
scheduled for 1 p.m., so if the PPRD meeting took three hours (already a lot), he would have
ample time to get back to the studio and copy and even edit the images so that they could be
broadcast that same evening.

That morning John had to think very quickly, and he tried to be both a good employee and a
good journalist. However, things proceeded in a slightly different way than foreseen, and, as John
should have known, the PPRD event did not start at the time that was announced. John’s calcu-
lations, then, had not been entirely realistic. In his hope to enter into a beneficial relationship with
a leading politican, John seriously jeopardized his job. The prospect of a new patron was more
important to him than both his personal loyalty towards his boss and the general work ethic
which dictates that an employee follow the rules and instructions laid down by his boss.

In fact, when John received a furious phone call from his boss around 5 p.m., the gathering
had still not yet begun. During the phone conversation, his boss told him that he had made himself
redundant.

What is interesting about this case is not only the kind of risk John took, and the demon-
stration of his true priority, but also, afterwards, how he reacted to the furious phone call. John
did not return immediately to the studio, as his boss had ordered him to during the phone call,
but rather continued to film. Also, John did not solicit a PPRD politican to intervene, because
that would shame him, but rather asked me. I sent three text messages and made two phone
calls to his boss, who finally confirmed to me that John would not be fired but rather only sus-
pended for a week.13 It was a sanction that John could accept, especially because the afternoon
and evening had been rewarding: John returned to the studio with the images and with the
PPRD politician’s private phone number in his pocket.

A second example of risk-taking relates to the dependency of most journalists on politicians
who are in power. Journalists working for ‘le centre’, or ‘the government’, in Kinshasa, take par-
ticular risks because of the anti-Kabila climate in the city. Various journalists confessed to me they
were aware that the regime might change (in the November 2011 elections), and that the sides of
‘us’ (those in power) and ‘them’ (opposition) could easily reverse, thus sending them to the
‘other’ side. Some, especially the young journalists who had not experienced the change of
regimes during their professional career, feared this potential shift and were preparing themselves
for the day. One of the preparations was that they thought they needed to accumulate as much
money as possible through their contacts with strongmen because ‘their days [both of their con-
tacts and of their own privileged access to the highest political echelons] could be numbered’;
others publicly talked about how they would escape for a few months to Congo-Brazzaville or
Cameroon, once Kabila had lost power, thus reducing the risk of being physically attacked by
Kinois who would try to harm the ‘traitors’.14

Yet, the experience of risk is not always negative. Sometimes exposure may offer unexpected
opportunities. Such is the case of Gerard Omenga (fictive name), a man in his early 50s who is a
familiar face for most Kinois, because, since 1992, he has been presenting the news on the state
channel.
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As a member of the same ethnic group of the deceased Mobutu, the Ngwandi, Gerard Omenga
and three fellow journalists with equally long professional careers at the state channel, received a
letter, in December 2009, accusing them of being part of a mystical underground movement that
was preparing to overthrow the regime. The channel’s board had no other option than firing them.
Thanks to a campaign of fellow journalists, who believed that the professionality these journalists
had shown for nearly 20 years could not so simply be brushed aside, the four were able to recover
their jobs. And that is what Gerard Omenga did, despite returning to a work environment that had
expressed hostility towards him because of his ethnic identity, or maybe just because of the fact
that the channel’s heads had displayed their enmity, and I am writing because with a reason. Upon
asking Gerard Omenga whether he still felt safe working for the state channel, he whispered that
probably he would not be killed: ‘I have too many fans, and assassinating me would be a risk too
big to take’; but he also told me he had safely stored the letter accusing him of mystical dealings
and political rebellion, so that ‘one day, should I decide to leave the country and try to settle in the
West, I will use that letter to request the status of political refugee’ (series of interviews, July–
August 2010, May–August 2011) So, his close call with disaster suddenly opened up a new
opportunity for Gerard Omenga, something like the guarantee of a better future. With the letter
stashed away somewhere, Gerard Omenga was able to calculate his options: given his fame,
he felt that his life was not in danger, so he could in fact continue working as a journalist for
the hostile state channel; but he now also had a back-up plan in mind, another game that he
could play, the international game in which other rules count, and in which he could fully
exploit this very same peril to his professional career.

Journalists are very much aware of the kinds of games that can be played, and know their
rules. Similar back-up plans involving Western actors, such as NGO staff, were often revealed
when I asked journalists working for ‘the centre’ what they would do if the political context sud-
denly changed, if the ‘us’ became ‘them’.

Danger, however, does not always come from above; it can also originate in collegial spheres. It
can start looming when politicians feel attacked by a journalist, or when another journalist tries to
appropriate a colleague’s ‘field’, or when a politician harasses another politician by doing violence
to a journalist with whomhis rival has a close relationship. All this can lead to various acts that threa-
ten the journalist’s professional career or even his physical well-being. It was especially when dis-
cussing these kinds of risks that journalists mentioned being most scared of being poisoned, an
insidious but common practice to do away with a rival. Honey, said to be an effective preventive
means against poison,15 therefore, belongs to the daily diet of journalists. The most popular journal-
ists, and those working in the highest circles of the government (e.g. the journalists of the Presiden-
tial Press), hardly ever eat outdoors and have a limited set of restaurants or houses where they can
completely trust those who prepare the food.16 Apart from being poisoned, journalists also fear
witchcraft, another common weapon used to attack a rival. Witchcraft is often also assumed to
be employed by a fellow journalist jealous of his or her colleague’s professional success.17

The journalists are very much aware of these kinds of risk, and so require particular strategies
for concealing the identities of their benefactors. In order not to incite jealousy among colleagues,
there is a culture of secrecy about the amount of coupage that one receives, as well as the moments
and modes of contact with their patrons.

Finally, and maybe surprisingly, student groups (especially those from the engineer schools)
constitute another category that provokes anxiety among journalists. At irregular occasions, stu-
dents cause havoc in the city, e.g. beat police people, force traffic to a stand still by blocking road
intersections, and demolish houses or cars. Such violence rarely makes it into the news, because
journalists fear that these students will direct their anger at the media professionals, and either
attack the buildings of TV stations or the journalists’ private homes. This kind of risk is inspired
by an anxiety about physical safety, not only their own, but also that of their kin.
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The effects of journalists’ risky profession on their relatives merits special emphasis, because
usually, journalists are ‘big (wo)men’ within their own extended family, which ‘eats’ through
them. The journalists’ high status among their kin derives exactly from the patron–client relation-
ships they are involved in, or that they are supposed to have established. Journalists experience
much pressure from their kin to maintain good ties with politicians or to enter in particular
patron–client relationships with others, exactly because the extended family expects to benefit
from these.

Journalists thus have to calculate and negotiate the potential harm that may evolve from the
risk-taking. Physical safety, psychological well-being and monetary gain are jeopardized. These
perils not only affect the individual journalist but also his or her larger social environment, close
relatives and other patrons included.

6. Concluding notes

In a recent study on her fieldwork among media communities in Hollywood, Sherry Ortner (2009)
identified two central problems with which media anthropologists are confronted: the difficulty of
gaining high-level access and of being able to conduct interviews with the real decision-makers.
While, of course, such challenges are not peculiar to media anthropologists, anthropologists
working in media communities are generally confined to studying ‘sideways’, meaning that
they can work with peers (screenwriters, journalists, actors, and technical staff), but they
hardly ever have access to the ‘highest’ levels in these communities, such as the heads of film
entreprises, owners of radio stations, and their sponsors. In my fieldwork with Kinshasa’s TV
journalists (2009–2010), I was confronted with a similar problem. Working with four different
local TV stations in Kinshasa meant, for the most part, following, interviewing, and observing
journalists, cameramen and, from time to time, the editor-in-chief (especially when he was or
had been a journalist as well) or the programme director. However, the heads of the TV stations
(the owners of the channels and the general directors) remained off-limits for me. While I cer-
tainly regretted not having access to these higher circles, I have come to perceive this as a
strength, especially because I was able to observe closely and analyse the contradictions and
negotiations that are taking place on this mid-level of Kinshasa’s journalistic milieu.

Within Kinshasa’s journalistic world, issues of power also arise outside of the office of the
channel’s head or the major sponsor, because Kinshasa’s TV journalists are embedded in
various vertical relationships that define their professional biographies, their working modalities,
and their work itself. As I have shown, TV journalists in Kinshasa engage (or long to engage) in
individual relationships with local politicians.

In particular, the ethnographic material on the social contexts of Kinshasa’s TV journalism has
shown that the work of the journalists arises from the turbulence of their everyday conditions. The
professional identity of a journalist is situated and negotiated. These negotiations take place both
in and, especially, outside of the newsroom, in the overt and hidden encounters of journalists with
their elite sources, and in their at times violent confrontations with institutional sanctions.

A high degree of discomfort is manifest in journalists’ discourses about their profession. Dis-
course about the coupage phenomenon is characterized by ambivalence, which stems first and
foremost from the uneasy cohabitation of two different value systems that Kinshasa’s TV journal-
ists are obliged to combine. The glorification of Big Men in the mass media is a continuation of
the ‘traditional’ systems of political communication and of important social structures of power
and identity. However, mass media as an institution suggests a Western, ‘modern’, and cosmopo-
litan approach towards leadership and the circulation of information. Apart from that issue, Kin-
shasa’s journalists are also confronted with a repressive regime, which limits freedom of
expression. Both clientelism and repression create an atmosphere of risk in the journalists’
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worlds. However, risk is not always a negative factor. As the ethnographic data have shown, the
encounter with risk may also open up opportunities and windows of hope with respect to new
futures, either within the same professional milieu or away from it.
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Notes

1. This article is part of a larger project on visual media and political mediation in Kabila’s Kinshasa. In
mid 2009, I embarked on a study of media, charisma, and politics in contemporary Kinshasa. My field-
work of seven months mainly focused on political journalism in local, pro-government television chan-
nels. I conducted participant observation with TV journalists working for the state channels (RTNC1 and
2), for Kabila’s private TV station (DigitalCongo), for the Presidential Press, and the TV news broadcast
commissioned by Kabila, Journal Télévisé en Lingala Facile. In addition, I also worked with the TV
channels Télé7, known to attract a more ‘intellectual audience’, and the ‘rebel’ channel MolièreTV,
which at times attacks the government. Visits to various bureaucratic institutions responsible for
Kabila’s propaganda, such as the Presidential Press and the ‘Visibility Office of the “5 Chantiers”’
also provided me with important data. Two articles and book chapters based on that material have
been published (Pype 2011a; Pype 2011b; Pype 2012a; Pype 2012b).

2. Anthropologists have discovered journalists to be important cultural producers (among others Hasty
2005; Marcus 1997; Bird 2010; Boyer and Hannerz 2006).

3. In August 2011, there were 48 local TV stations in Kinshasa.
4. In the Kinois sense, ‘patrons’ (Lingala mokonzi or mopao) are ‘Big Men’ (or ‘Big Women’), with a

group of dependents around them. These terms denote a person with financial means who displays
his or her wealth and, consequently, achieves high social status in the city. Their dependants are
called ‘petits’ (small people). Participation in grands-petits relationships raises social power and
esteem for both ‘patrons’ and their clients, and constitutes networks of benefactors through the
forging of ties of patronage and dependency, with often lucrative results.

5. The concept of ‘risk’ has begun to gain attention in anthropological research concerning HIVand sexual
behaviour in Africa (among others McGrath, Rwabukwali, and Schumann 1993; Parikh 2007).

6. In other African countries, gombo (Cameroon and Congo-Brazzaville), gatu (Liberia), soli (Ghana), prix
de la cola (price of a cola nut), and other terms are used to indicate exactly the same practice. For an
overview see Lodamo and Skjerdal (2009).

7. Still, the journalist herself is the smallboy compared to the editor-in-chief, who decides which news
items will be broadcast and which not.

8. Media analysists of Kinshasa’s journalistic world make distinctions such as ‘occasional coupage’,
‘coincidental coupage’ and ‘ratified coupage’ (2009, 47–68), with various sub-genres depending on
how the exchange has come into being (whether it was elicited, or agreed upon before the press
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worker arrived, and so on). The Panos Institute (2002), which studies journalism in various African
societies, makes a dinstinction between ‘institutionalized’ and ‘intended coupage’ in Kinshasa.

9. Each year, the audiovisual office of the Foundation of Mzee L.D. Kabila provides the local TV stations
with their own footage of these ceremonies. Newsrooms cannot refuse the images, no matter whether the
TV stations are close to the presidential family or are more independent.

10. Back in the newsroom, the journalist has to ‘defend’ his or her item during the editorial meeting. That is,
he or she has to make sure that the news item will be broadcast. This can sometimes lead to heated
debates, that can often assume the character of ethnic jokes. When there are too many items on offer,
some items may not make it into the news. Defending one’s own item usually means denigrating the
value of a colleague’s.

11. Joseph Kabila, the current president of DR Congo, hardly ever speaks in public and has organized only
two press conferences between 2006 and 2011. The Presidential Press and an office charged with the
communication and marketing of his Cinq Chantiers Program constitute his voice.

12. Risk resulting from state repression is not discussed here, but is the topic of another article (Pype 2011a).
13. I think John would have taken the same risk even had I not been there, but his strategy to solve the situ-

ation would have been different. Without me, John might well have been dismissed, but, because of his
outstanding professional reputation, would most probably have found another job easily.

14. These fears appear to be well-founded, since at various moments during my fieldwork I would effec-
tively hear threats voiced by angry Kinois towards journalists working for the state channel, the Presi-
dential Press, or Kabila’s private TV station.

15. Many urban legends that circulate in Kinshasa recount stories of how politicians and military men who
had fallen out of Mobutu’s grace were poisoned by the former president. In Kinshasa, the eastern part of
the Congo is said to be a dangerous region, where the use of poison is extremely common. Many Kinois
hold ‘the Rwandese’ responsible for having introduced the practice of poisoning there. Ethnographies
indicate, however, that poison ordeals were very common in what is now the DRC. Poisonous drinks
were made from the bark of particular trees, plant roots, or fruit juices (Johnston, Forfeitt, and Emile
Torday 1908).

16. This paragraph comes from Pype (2011a).
17. Several times, during my fieldwork, I heard journalists expressing the fear that colleagues would use

witchcraft to steal their contacts. One incident became a topic of discussion during the editorial board
meeting. The female journalist who had the night shift at the radio station had changed clothes to
host the TV news. Later the same evening, she found her clothes wet in the bathroom, and expressed
her anxiety that a colleague had performed magical acts with them in order to steal her privileges.
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